Perry Bar Station.

**HORIZONTAL COMPOUND DIRECT-ACTING SURFACE CONDENSING PUMPING ENGINE:**

- High-pressure steam cylinder, 25 in. diam. Stroke, 5 ft.
- Low 54 24 5
- Well pump 24 5

**CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY AND TOWN WATER WORKS:**

**TWO ROTATIVE SINGLE CYLINDER EXPANSIVE CONDENSING PUMPING ENGINES:**

- Steam cylinder, 27 in. diam. Stroke, 5 ft.
- Bucket and Plunger pump.
- Bucket 16 in. diam. Stroke, 4 ft.
- Plunger 12 1
- Revolutions, 20 per minute.
- Depth of well, 17 feet.

**WOLVERHAMPTON CORPORATION WATER WORKS:**

Casford,
Near Wolverhampton.

**ONE SINGLE-ACTING CONDENSING BEAM PUMPING ENGINE, WITH DIFFERENTIAL GEAR:**

- Steam cylinder, 56 in. diam. Stroke, 8 ft.
- Well pump 32 8
- Force 21 4
- Strokes, 9 per minute.
- Depth of well, 110 feet.

**JOHANNESBURG:**

**THREE COMPOUND HORIZONTAL NON-CONDENSING PUMPING ENGINES:**

- High-pressure steam cylinder, 12 1/2 in. diam. Stroke, 2 ft.
- Low 21 2

**WINCHESTER WATER WORKS:**

**ONE COMPOUND BEAM PUMPING ENGINE:**

- High-pressure steam cylinder, 17 in. diam. Stroke, 1 1/4 ft.
- Low 25 1/2 5 6
- Two well pumps 17 2 0
- Revolutions, 22 per minute.
- Depth of well, 151 ft.

**SHROPSHIRE MINES DRAINAGE:**

Pudley Hill,
Near Shifnal.

**ONE CORNISH CONDENSING BEAM PUMPING ENGINE:**

- Steam cylinder 60 in. diam. Stroke, 8 ft.
- Bottom bucket lift pumps 10 1/2 10 1/2
- Ram 10
- Ram 10
- Depth of well, 792 ft.